John Clayton with CWU Jazz Combos
presented by the CWU Bass Club and JEN student chapter
January 23, 2018

**Blue Combo**
Eli Moffatt (drums)
Khaner Gross (perc)
Nick Novy (gtr)
David Ballard (B-3)
Brad Bjorn (alto)
Adam Chmaj (tenor)
William Ward (trumpet)

**Selections TBA**

**Green Combo**
Luke Martin (drums)
Nate Sharp (bass)
Mi-Rae Kapelak (piano)
Daniel Hendrick (trumpet)
Kyle Brooks (tenor)
Noah Pettibon (bari)

**Violet Duo**
Zacarra Kim (piano)
Sam Brink (bari)

**Black Combo**
Clara Cranney (drums)
Gavin Treg. (gtr)
Jake Houser (B-3)
Spencer Manning (trumpet)
Adam Benabid (trombone)
Chloe Pierce (alto)

**Red Combo**
Aaron Rausch (drums)
Brea Pierce (bass)
Nick Colletto (piano)
Jacob Sanders (trumpet)
Henry Fernstrom (tenor)
Cole Lobdell (trombone)

**Yellow Combo**
Travis Waggoner (drums)
Domi Edson (bass)
Eli Sheldon (piano)
Owen Evans (alto)
Ryan McKnight (tenor)
Henry Sparks (trumpet)

**Infared Duo**
Garrett Poteat (piano)
Aaron Barker (trumpet)

**Orange Combo**
Aaron Tuchhardt (drums)
Carl Hennings (bass)
Cade O’Haver (piano)
Jacob Krieger (alto)
Nathan Fischer (trumpet)
Kandin Neri (tenor)

**Purple Combo**
Cassie Jennings (drums)
Austin Clarke (bass)
Connor Donovan (piano)
Mike Roach (tenor)
Jackson Cruz (trumpet)
Issac Hurtado (trombone)